UPDATE April 5, 2022 - Information Summer School 2022
We are pleased to announce to you that EGS Summer School 2022 takes place in Saas Fee, the
Pearl of the Alps. We will breathe fresh air, and sensitize our ecological awareness in this
breathtaking, car free place. And - as citizens of humanity - we are shaken by various crises. How can
we build on an art based ground connectivity, hope, and trust with a mindful and ecological attitude?
The expressive arts will support us to strengthen body and mind and to gain new perspectives. The
studies in the field of expressive arts provide a chance to practice humanness in an intercultural
diverse context, and to move beyond polarization. We may learn from ‘mistakes’, yet even more so
do we want to strengthen resources and anchor what works. The summer school offers different
unique learning frames, such as community art, nature based expressive arts, poetry as an act of
peace, ecological considerations and expressive arts, arts festival, performance night, lectures and
panels on climate change and expressive arts, core group and subject courses.
Registration is now open! Please note that the deadline to register is April 30, 2022.

Your studies are guaranteed. The Hybrid – for this year only:
We are aware that we are still and again in a fragile place, despite the fact that the pandemic is more
controlled. We therefore offer exclusively for this summer 2022 hybrid summer school studies. This
inclusive frame of study is our humble contribution to the various crises situation we are facing
globally for students who are prevented to travel to Switzerland. A hybrid EGS summer school
consists of recorded sessions and participation by zoom.
To register:
Please send the EGS office (administration@egs.edu) a request, together with your registration for
summer school, that explains why you qualify for the hybrid learning and to participate instead by
zoom instead of in-person. Financial Aid applies also on a first come first served base, however not
for the work studies who need to be present in Saas-Fee.

Please visit this page for Information regarding COVID and Summer School 2022 in Switzerland:
Traveling to Switzerland: Please consult early-on the travel regulations here.
Room and Board: Students must register here for Room and Board in Saas-Fee. The Hotel Allalin, our
exclusive accommodations partner, provides all of the room and board for EGS students during their
studies in Saas-Fee.

